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In early February 2020, a series of major storms
resulted in a slide along a section of 356th Drive
SE, a road that serves as the sole access to 92
residences in a section of unincorporated King
County near Fall City, WA.
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Figure 2 - Area of impact
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To reduce the potential for additional soil
movement that would put the remaining lane at
risk of failing and cut off access to the community,
weight restrictions were instituted that limited
vehicles to a maximum weight of 15 tons at most
times. Rates were further restricted to a maximum
weight of 5 tons during and after periods of heavier
rainfall. These weight restrictions prevented heavier
vehicles such as school buses, refuse trucks, and
propane delivery trucks from accessing the area,
creating challenges for the residences served by
this road. The County monitored site conditions
and installed piezometers and inclinometers to
collect groundwater and earth movement data.
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Description of the problem/reason for the project.

The slide damaged an approximately 330-foot-long
section of paved roadway near the 4000 block of
356th Drive SE. King County immediately assessed
the conditions of the slide and the safety of the
road. A lane closure was initiated and the County
installed temporary traffic signals to guide one-way
traffic through the impacted road segment.

SE 25th St

SE 25t h St

Roads accessed
through slide area
The use of the information in this map is subject to the
terms and conditions found at: www.kingcounty.gov/
services/gis/maps/terms-of-use.aspx. Your access and
use is conditioned on your acceptance of these terms
and conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Area Potentially Affected by 356th Drive SE Slide Hazard
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Due to the instability of the slope and the potential
of a complete road closure on a sole access road
that would require an emergency evacuation for
the 92 residents, King County Executive, Dow
Constantine, issued a Proclamation of Emergency.
This enabled County staff to expedite permit
approvals and procure contracts for the roadway
repairs in order to safely reopen the roadway as
soon as possible.

COMPLETION DATE

Must be substantially completed (90%) and
available for public use as of December 31, 2020.

DECEMBER 21, 2020

Figure 1 - Roadway fissure from the slide in early February
2020
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Drive SE was the only public access road for so
many residents, the County also established a goal
to complete the project as quickly as possible, in
advance of the next storm season.

PROJECT GOALS
The County’s goal for the 356th Drive SE Emergency
Slide Repair project was to always focus on public
safety while implementing a capital project to
restore safe access to the community served by the
road. Clear communications with the community
on how access would be maintained throughout
the assessment, design, and construction periods
was a continuous goal for the County. These goals
needed to be achieved while maintaining COVID-19
protocols to keep everyone safe.
The road segment was within the regulatory buffer
of a fish-bearing stream and existing large trees in
the project area provided some slope stability. A
goal of the capital project design and construction
phases was to minimize impacts to the stream,
its buffer, and existing large trees. Because 356th

Long-Term Solution:
The capital project consisted of the three key
elements as illustrated in Figure 3:
● An interceptor trench to reduce groundwater in
the soil mass that was susceptible to slides
● A soldier pile wall that was drilled through the
soils that were susceptible to slides and pinned
into denser, more stable soil layers below
● Tiebacks that were drilled into the stable soil
layers below. The tieback reduced loads on the
soldier pile so that the soldier pile did not require
as deep an embedment as would be needed if it
was required to resist the slide loads on its own
as a cantilever system.
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Figure 3 - Cross section of permanent solution

The real success story behind this project is how King County staff, the consultant team,
and the contractor were able to design a long-term solution and get construction of
this $2.8M construction project completed in 2020. The timeframe from when site
investigations began until the project was substantially complete was a short nine
months – remarkable given the need to evaluate the cause of the slide, extensive
communications with the community, develop construction documents, attain of
sensitive area permits, acquire of right-of-way, and the complex construction
itself all while maintaining public safety during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
1. Use of good construction management
techniques and completion of the project on
schedule.
An early County action following the slide was to
close one lane of the road. County engineering staff
visited the site on February 5th to initially assess
conditions and decided that in order to maintain
safe passage, traffic would need to be restricted to
one-way traffic and weight limits were imposed.
County maintenance crews used portable traffic
barriers and installed a portable traffic signal to
allow one-way traffic for the 92 residences affected
by the slide. Weight restrictions for the one-way
traffic were instituted to protect the roadway.
Vehicles as heavy as 15 tons were allowed, except
for a period of 48-hours after a heavy rainfall event
when only vehicles with a maximum weight of 5
tons or less were allowed.
On February 13th, the County retained Hart
Crowser to conduct geotechnical explorations
of the site to gain a better understanding of the
causes of the slide so that a long-term solution
could be developed.

Figure 4 - Temporary signal for one-way traffic
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Hart Crowser’s investigative work included review
of the County’s past records for the area, seven
new borings, and seven new hand auger/drive
probes to supplement five borings the County
had conducted in the past. Piezometers were
installed in six of the new borings to gain a better
understanding of groundwater levels that might be
contributing to the slide, and three inclinometers
were installed to better understand the rate at
which the slide was, or was not, progressing.

A critical path task during the expedited design
phase was to identify the project footprint, an
important step needed to initiate the acquisition
of real property required to support construction
of the project. In addition to acquiring right-of-way,
this project required the acquisition of temporary
easements. The project construction schedule
depended on a rapid and thorough design to
identify the project footprint–a critical step to
acquire right-of-way.

King County monitored site conditions and
initiated development of a long-term solution, the
design and construction of a capital project to be
completed by the end of 2020, which correlated
with the start of the next winter storm season.
Figure 5 illustrates the project timeline for the tasks
leading up to construction.

This project’s design was informed by exploratory
data collected by Hart Crowser. In February, an
underground exploration program was initiated to
develop a basic understanding of the underlying
reasons for the slide. The exploration program
included a series of test borings along with the
installation of piezometers and inclinometers.
By late March, information from the exploration
program began to come in, at which point the
design team rapidly evaluated potential design
options and related costs. The exploration program
revealed high groundwater levels that, during
periods of extended rainfall, were saturating the
steep slopes. This was problematic due to a looser
layer of soil with depths averaging 20-feet over a
very dense layer of clay. Figure 6 illustrates a crosssection of the geology at the site. Groundwater
was perking through the loose soil layer before

To accomplish the goal of completing construction
before the next winter storm season began, the
County expedited a contract with Perteet Inc. at the
end of February 2020 to perform the engineering
design. The project team, comprised of County
staff, Hart Crowser, and Perteet worked together
to evaluate potential permanent solutions that
minimized the amount of groundwater in the slide
area as well as structural options to stabilize the
slope.

Figure 5 - Project timeline
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Figure 6 - Slide cross-section

encountering the dense clay layer, creating a slip
plane for the slide. The results of the underground
exploration informed the identification of four
potential design solutions. Additional data was
collected through completing deep bores. This
information was invaluable in assessing each design
option.
Slide repair solution benefits/disadvantages of
two structural methods and two methods to lower
groundwater levels were compared as summarized
in the table below.
◯

After discussing the options, the County decided to
move forward with a hybrid solution. That solution
consisted of a 10-foot-deep/3-foot-wide interceptor
trench to lower groundwater levels and improve
stability of the slope. The solution also included
a soldier pile and tieback system that would be
drilled deep enough to embed into the stiffer clay
layer below. Because the stiff clay layer was so
deep, tiebacks were used to reduce the overall
length of the soldier piles (and therefore cost).
The project was reviewed under the State
Environmental Policy Act and King County Roads
acquired emergency de facto permits from the US
Army Corps of Engineers (Nationwide Permit 13 –
Bank Stabilization) and King County (Clearing and
Grading Permit). Local permits were conditioned
to approve a noise variance for construction
outside of normal construction hours. A standard
Hydraulic Project Approval was acquired from the
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife.

= Least desirable

● = Most desirable

● = Most desirable

Impact to traffic during
construction
Construction duration
Construction cost
Long-term
performance
Critical area impact

S ol di er P i l e Wal l
w ith Tiebacks

Micropile S y stem

Fi nger D rai ns

I nterceptor
Trench

◔

◔

◕

◔

◕

◔
◗

●

◗
◗

◕
◗

◕
◕

◗

◗

◔

◗

◗

◗

After discussing the options, the County decided to move forward with a hybrid solution. That
solution consisted of a 10-foot deep/3-foot-wide Interceptor trench to lower groundwater
levels and improve stability of the slope. The solution also included a soldier pile system that
would be drilled deep enough to embed into the stiffer clay layer below. Because the stiff clay
layer was so deep, tiebacks were used to reduce the overall length of the solider piles (and
therefore cost) while still providing the necessary capacity to resist the overturning moment
created by the loose soil mass.
The project completed the State Environmental Policy Act evaluation and legal notice process,
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Figure 7 - Large equipment necessitated rerouting traffic for a safe work environment

Construction schedule and
management
Following selection of the hybrid design solution
to address the underlying geotechnical issues,
the design team and the County initiated a
procurement process for a construction contractor.
The typical bid and award process for procurement
of a construction contract was waived because the
project received the Emergency Declaration signed
by the King County Executive. Several contractors
were considered, and Road Construction
Northwest, Inc. (RCNW) was selected. RCNW
chose DBM as their subcontractor to install the
soldier pile wall system. The construction team was
engaged for the remainder of the design process
and their input proved invaluable to finalize a
design that reduced road closures by 10 days and
protected mature trees during the construction
phase. Another project schedule time savings was
when the contractor found a local source for soldier
piles, instead of needing to have the solider piles
milled.

During final design, alternative construction
schedules were discussed with RCNW that
considered the construction duration trade
offs between maintaining one-way traffic at all
times versus allowing extended daytime traffic
closures. The benefit of the extended daytime
closures was that it saved at least two weeks on
the construction schedule – a critical benefit to
completing construction before the arrival of heavy
winter rains. A major disadvantage of the daytime
road closure option was that the 92 residences
would be accessed through a private primitive
road. This alternate access route would be used
by residents, life/safety response, and essential
service providers. The primitive unpaved route was
four miles long and required a 25 MPH speed limit.
King County coordinated with the private property
owners in advance of construction to gain their
approval for use of the alternate route during the
construction phase. The availability of this alternate
access route proved critical during construction
because of the flexibility it provided the contractor
to adjust construction sequencing as the need
arose.

6

By September 19th, the last of the right-of-way
possession and use documents were secured and
Notice to Proceed was issued to the construction
contractor. Prior to receiving the Notice to Proceed,
the contractor took initiative and financial risk
by expediting the procurement of solider pile
fabrication, which was the critical path in the
expedited construction schedule.
During the construction phase, weekly, COVID-19
safe site meetings were held between the County,
contractor, and the design team. The contractor
provided an excellent look ahead at each meeting,
to identify potential challenges and engage the
County and design team in developing solutions.

a minimum of 10-days advance notice from PSE
to their customers. Because the contractor was
actively managing the project and looking ahead,
the shutdown was accomplished without affecting
the overall project schedule and met the required
customer notification timeline.
Less than 30 days after the start of construction, a
major milestone for the affected residents occurred
on Friday, October 16th, when weight restrictions
were increased to 15 tons at all times. This allowed
garbage trucks to once again begin providing
service to the community.

One example of this was that shortly after drilling
for the soldier piles began, it was discovered that
because of the large size of the drill rig, drilling of
the last 6-8 soldier piles would come in conflict
with overhead power lines. During the design
stage, the team had coordinated with Puget Sound
Energy (PSE) and Comcast to relocate the majority
of the overhead conflicts. The large drill rig would
not actually hit the power lines, but it would be
within the desired protective envelope. The County
and the design team quickly coordinated with PSE
for a shutdown of the power line during the up
to two days required to drill for the last soldier
piles. The process of shutting off power required
Figure 8 - Drill rig and deactivated overhead power lines
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SAFETY
PERFORMANCE
2. Safety performance and demonstrated
awareness of the need for a good overall safety
program for workers and the public during and
after construction, where applicable.
This project was conceived and completed during
the COVID-19 pandemic and principles of public
health and safety were foundational for all project
phases. COVID-19 safe practices were implemented
that were aligned with CDC guidance, including
virtual design meetings, social distancing, hand
sanitizing, and mask wearing requirements for all
on-site meetings, investigations, and construction
activities. These practices kept the worksite
staff safe and no quarantines were necessary
throughout the duration of the project.
In addition to the safety challenges associated with
delivering a capital project during a pandemic, the
contractor’s safety program resulted in no losttime injuries despite the challenging site conditions
and working during inclement weather. Prior to
the start of construction, trees that could become
fall hazards during the construction phase were
identified, felled, and placed in the downslope
riparian area as a first stage of construction.
Overhead power, cable, and telecommunication
lines that were in conflict with the drilling
equipment needed for the installation of the
solider pile walls were relocated prior to the start
of construction to provide a safety envelope.
During the construction period, it was necessary to

institute a temporary road closure and all vehicular
traffic was routed to an alternative private primitive
road route. A road closure was necessary to provide
a safe work environment for the contractor and to
eliminate conflicts between the large construction
equipment and 92 residences who gained sole
access to their properties through 356th Drive SE.
The alternate route passed through several private
properties, including properties with active timber
harvesting. King County secured easements and
use agreements from each private property owner
and improved the primitive road for use by local
residents, emergency vehicles, and other approved
alternate route road users during the construction
closures of 356th Drive SE. This detour route
was inspected weekly to ensure it was in a safe
condition for users. When vehicular access through
the construction zone was possible, the drivable
areas were clearly marked, and steel plates were
provided to minimize additional safety impacts
from erosion.
The contractor’s use of a steel trench box for
installation of the 10-foot-deep interceptor trench
provided a safe location for laying the groundwater
interceptor trench pipe. Prior to this work, an
existing underground communication line was
relocated so that services were continuously
maintained.
Safety was regularly discussed at daily and
weekly site meetings throughout construction.
A collaborative approach among the contractor,
County inspectors, and the consultant on-site
representatives ensured work was completed
meeting Washington Industrial Safety and Health
Act (WISHA) safety standards.

“Once again, your update is full of great and useful information - thanks so much! I
really appreciate that your team is working with Republic Services to resume trash/
recycle operations! I can’t say going to the transfer station is my favorite off-the-hill
outing! And thanks for including the info on Thanksgiving and
Veterans Day work schedules.“
- Local resident
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COMMUNITY
RELATIONS

opportunities throughout the project’s design and
construction phases.

Early public outreach methods

The slide-damaged road threatened to close off
access to 92 residences for nearly a full year. For
seven months prior to the start of emergency road
repairs and implementation of a private alternate
route, the damaged road was the only way in or
out of this rural community. Safety precautions to
protect public lives and property remained a high
priority and a constant emphasis from the moment
the slide on 356th Drive SE was detected until
completion of the emergency repair project.

The County installed ground-movement monitoring
equipment, closed one of two lanes, and imposed
a strict vehicle weight limit to keep drivers safe and
help prevent the road from sliding further. Other
early public safety precautions included using a
reverse 911 call to notify residents of the slide and
potential for evacuation of all people and farm
animals should the slide worsen and render the
road unpassable. The reverse 911 call successfully
got residents’ attention, though the County learned
later that not everyone got the message because
some did not have a phone and approximately
30 percent of residences were not listed with
the County and had no address or phone on file.
This prompted the first of several rounds of doorto-door outreach and one-on-one relationship
building with every resident.

The communication challenges posed by this
project were significant due to COVID-19, a rural
and remote population and a desire from the
community for early, and ongoing communication
from the County regarding the timing and nature
of the proposed fix for their road. King County’s
communication team mitigated these challenges
by deploying a varied set of in-person and virtual
COVID-19 safe meeting and information sharing

Ongoing public safety
communication and outreach
The County’s communication team successfully
used multiple outreach methods to inform, engage,
and safeguard every single person affected by the
slide. The County created an informational website,
conducted multiple rounds of door-to-door and
telephone outreach, and held three remote town

Figure 9 - One-on-one site meeting

Figure 10 - Daytime outdoor drop-in event

3. Community relations as evidenced by efforts to
minimize public inconvenience due to construction,
safety precautions to protect public lives and
property, provision of observation areas, guided
tours, or other means of improving relations
between agency and the public.
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Figure 11 - 356th under construction

hall style community meetings and three daytime
outdoor on-site drop-in events. The County issued
weekly e-newsletters with photos, relevant safety
news, and project status updates. A dedicated
communications specialist corresponded directly
with residents and affected service providers such
as delivery services, utilities, and garbage collection
who were unable to access the neighborhood for
months on end. Hundreds of individual emails and
texts, changeable project status information signs,
and an on-site information station with fliers also
were used.

Unique challenges
The community comprised approximately 220
residents in the 92 residences with diverse
communication capabilities and varying levels of
trust in government. Public outreach flexed, with
significant COVID-19 restrictions, to accommodate
several types of residents ranging from those who
did not have a landline or lived in seclusion to
people who made multiple trips per day and relied

on the internet for all communication.
There were 33 percent more residences than were
registered with the County. A unique challenge
for the project was that property agreements in
support of using the private alternate primitive
road route were solidified only two weeks before
the start of construction. In addition, the private
alternate route was limited for use by residents
and life/safety response vehicles only. All other
services and requests to use the alternate route
required review and coordination with private
landowners through the communications team.
The County’s commitment to gain early trust
with the community enabled the County’s small
communications team to successfully assist all 220
residents with the complex required paperwork
permits to use the alternate route as well as
continuous assistance to coordinate requests for
outside use of the route by necessary service
providers such as livestock feed trucks, home repair
contractors, and firewood/propane deliveries.

“I normally wouldn’t email you as I’m not that type of person. However, I wanted
to let you know how much I appreciate your daily emails updating us on the 356th
Drive SE project. It makes planning my commute to and from work easier.”
- Local resident
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSIDERATIONS
4. Demonstrated awareness for the need to protect
the environment during the project. This includes
any special considerations given to particular
environmental concerns raised during the course
of the project, as well as climate change and/or
resiliency components for long‐term community
benefit.
The project was located in a potential slide hazard
zone and the immediate vicinity was characterized
by King County critical areas mapped or observed

within the immediate vicinity consisting of seven
Category III wetlands (with 75- and 150-foot-wide
buffers), one Type N stream (with a 65-foot-wide
buffer), one Type F stream (Tributary 07.0429 with
a 165-foot-wide buffer), steep slope hazard areas,
erosion hazard areas, and Critical Aquifer Recharge
Areas (Categories I and II – areas susceptible to
groundwater contamination) and areas within
wellhead protection zones. The project area was
heavily forested with old growth and second
growth trees, dominated by western red cedar
trees, a few of which were recently culturally
modified. Figure 12 illustrates the wetlands and
streams near the site, representing just a few of the
environmentally sensitive areas mentioned above.

Figure 12 - Wetlands and streams near site
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Project success and timely completion was due
in part to early and ongoing coordination with
permitting agencies, the Snoqualmie Tribe, and
other project stakeholders.
The project footprint was minimized to the extent
practicable and a certified arborist was consulted
early on to discuss methods to reduce impacts
to the dense canopy of large mature trees.
Unavoidable impacts to the environment were
mitigated. On-site mitigation included stabilizing
slopes, planting native species, and retaining felled
trees as habitat features downslope from the
project area in the riparian/buffer area of the fishbearing Tributary 07.0429 to the Snoqualmie River.

methods between the design team and the
contractor further decreased areas of impact which
resulted in the completed project having fewer
trees removed and less wetland impacted than
initially anticipated at the preliminary design stage.
Work occurred during the rainy season in an area
with a high groundwater table, so rainy season Best
Management Practices (BMPs) were implemented.
To reduce impacts, the contractor timed activities
such as heavy grading to avoid unnecessary impacts
from erosion.

Off-site mitigation banking was used primarily for
direct impacts to wetlands, wetland/stream buffer,
and a small amount of stream impacts that could
not be adequately mitigated on-site due to the
altered conditions to reduce ground saturation at
the slide repair area.
Planting native trees and other vegetation will
improve the forest’s carbon sequestration rates
over time and minimize impacts from climate
change. King County implemented a “no vehicular
idling” policy during construction to minimize
unnecessary greenhouse gas emissions.
A site preparation plan was prepared for the
project prior to construction to minimize the
contractor’s impacts to the environmentally
critical/sensitive areas within the project limits.
A certified arborist advised cutting and felling
techniques during construction. Coordination
throughout construction of alternative construction

Figure 13 - BMPs enabled the contractor to install the
10-foot-deep interceptor trench without a dewatering system

“I just want to thank you for the timely and specific updates and for how you all are
so considerate of us who live on 356th. It is really nice to know something of what
is being done and why it is being done. The information and
the kindness go a long way!”
- Local resident
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UNUSUAL
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
UNDER ADVERSE
CONDITIONS
5. Unusual accomplishments under adverse
conditions, including, but not limited to age or
condition of the facility, adverse weather, soil, or
other site conditions over which there is no control.
Sequencing the construction so that the interceptor
trench was constructed before the installation of
the soldier piles proved to have significant benefits.
The interceptor trench lowered the groundwater by
approximately 5 feet. All of the soldier piles holes
were then drilled, and the soldier piles installed
without the need for dewatering, resulting in both
cost and time savings.
After initial clearing of the outfalls, it became
clear that constructing one of the two outfalls
in its originally planned location would be both
difficult and expose the contractor to danger on
very steep slopes and to hazard trees that were
at risk of falling. The decision was then made to
adjust the end of the outfall approximately 40-feet
up the slope to avoid the most dangerous zone of

Figure 14 - Steep slope for outfall - and this was the easy one!

construction.
The site’s steep slopes posed some unusual
challenges for how to release stormwater at the
outfall locations so that the high velocities of the
stormwater exiting the outfall pipe did not scour
and cause erosion. The design team solved this
problem with the use of a diffuser tee and gabion
basket system. This approach reduced the energy in
the stormwater and spread the stormwater over a
large area so that scour and erosion did not occur.

Figure 15 - Diffuser tee and start of gabion system at stormwater outfall
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Figure 16 - Completed energy dissipator stormwater outfall

ADDITIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS
6. Additional conditions deemed of importance to
the public works agency, such as exceptional efforts
to maintain quality control and, if value engineering
is used, construction innovations as evidenced by
time and/or money saving techniques developed
and/or successfully utilized.
The early design phases of the project anticipated
the construction of an access road to accommodate
the large drill rigs needed to drill the holes and
place the soldier piles. Several of the contractors
interviewed early suggested this approach as the
best way to reduce the construction schedule.
This project was fortunate to be able to use the
Emergency Declaration to bring on-board the
contractor concurrent with the beginning of the
60-percent design phase. The design team used
value engineering principles to discuss with the
contractor where they thought risk (both cost
and schedule) was in the project. The contractor
suggested that even greater construction time
savings could be achieved if 356th Drive SE could
be closed to all traffic during daylight so that the
large drill rig necessary to install the soldier piles

could be mobilized on the existing roadway. This
approach saved at least 10 days in the construction
schedule, and at least $50,000 in construction
costs.
The use of a solider pile system that incorporated
tiebacks, rather than relying solely on the ability of
a soldier pile alone, was another money and time
saving technique incorporated into the project. If
a soldier pile without tiebacks was used, it would
have had to be driven deeply into the underlying
competent soil materials to achieve sufficient
capacity to withstand the overturning moment
created by the soil mass which has created the
slide. This would have required soldier piles in the
range of 50 to 75 feet long (and a larger H-section
than the HP12-53 that was used with the tieback
system). With the use of a tieback, the maximum
soldier pile length was 35 feet. The shorter soldier
pile, along with the smaller H-section of the soldier
pile with tieback solution was both a cost savings
and more importantly, a time savings for the
project. A detailed analysis was not conducted, but
the anticipated construction time savings was in
the range of at least one-week–critical because of
the approaching winter rains.
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SUSTAINABILITY
7. Use of alternative materials, practices, or funding
that demonstrates a commitment to sustainability,
climate change/resiliency, and/or use of sustainable
infrastructure rating system or the equivalent.
Despite this being an emergency project,
principles of sustainability guided project design
and construction. Outcomes from the project
commitment to climate and sustainability
included a design that retained as many trees as
possible; the reuse of felled trees for habitat, site
stabilization purposes, and to decompose and
nourish the soil; and planting of new native trees to
strengthen forest health and carbon sequestration
rates. All trees were protected to the maximum
extent feasible on behalf of maintaining forest
health and the ecological, air quality, and other
benefits that result from mature forest ecosystems.

Figure 17 - Celebrating the new road

Very little of the excavated material was trucked
off-site, instead it was repurposed on-site to
minimize trucking and the emission of carbon
that trucking creates. A further method to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions was a “no idling”
requirement for construction equipment that was
implemented on the project.

Rather than ordering newly milled soldier piles,
the project utilized soldier piles that had been
previously manufactured, an approach that
eliminated the climate impact of manufacturing
new steel piles.

Figure 18 - Soldier pile wall with tiebacks
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Figure 19 - Wall ready for shotcrete
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Figure 20 - Finished wall

